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X
They are L.A. Punk legends. Singer Exene Cervenka on
early music love, fatal choices and touring with Pearl Jam.

Alphabetland, the band's recent album,
was released last year. A sensational
comeback as it's the original lineup
celebrating the first release in 35 years.
A story that dates back to 1976 when
Cervenka and singer-bassist John Doe
meet at a Venice bookstore. Bonding
over poetry as she recalls: "I came to
California about the same time he did.
It was the first night we both attended
this poetry workshop in Venice. He sat
down next to me, and we started
talking. Afterwards, we went to this little
Jazzclub next door. He was very literary,
and I was a wild child. From then on, we
became close and started going to
shows." Soon the two teamed up with
Billy Zoom on guitar and D.J. Bonebrake
on drums. Cervenka and Doe got
married in 1980. 'Los Angeles', the
band's legendary debut, was released
the same year.
Produced by Ray Manzarek from The
Doors, Exene and the guys joined
forces with a living legend. Someone
whose band made her feel the magic of
music early on: "As a child, I one day
was in the car with my mom and dad
when 'Light My Fire' came on the radio.
My mom turned it up because she
knew I liked the song. It then launched
into that long version. I will never forget
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that moment in my entire life."
Manzarek stays and produces X's first
four records. In retrospect, Cervenka
wouldn't call the collaboration a
dream come true, though: "When you
grow up in America in the Fifties and
Sixties, you didn't have dreams. Your
dream was to get through the day." A
violent
honest
approach,
also
reflecting X's poetic lyrics telling
stories from L.A.'s rougher side. A
crucial part of West Coast Punk's
founding movement, of course.
However, there is something that
distinguishes X from other bands. A
high musical standard deeply rooted
in the legacy of classic Rock'n'Roll like
Chuck Berry and others. "All three of
those guys were great musicians",
Exene points out. "Billy is a musical
genius. D.J. is also very gifted, and
John, of course, is an amazing singer
and writer. Then you drove me in
there, and I'm just the wild card. The
one that has never been in a band."
The foursome soon creates a buzz,
although the whole world still seems
to focus on London or New York:
"That made us truly underground
because everyone dismissed us.
However, it's sad bands like The Plugz,
The Bags and The Weirdos didn't get

the exposure." For the late-born, Penelope
Spheeris' movie 'The Decline of Western
Civilization' might still be a good way of
understanding those early days. Put out in
1981, however, Cervenka isn't entirely
happy with it: "It was the best and also the
worst thing that could have happened.
When they filmed us in our house, we had
already played a show. We were all
drinking and partying. They had put the big
movie lights on all the windows. Every
room in the house was completely flooded
with light. There were cases of beer,
bottles of Whiskey and maybe some other
substances provided. They didn't leave
until the sun came up. There was nowhere
to escape. We were kids and we made the
fatal choice to keep going. It did some
damage, but after all, it's the documentary
of that scene."
Over 45 years later, X are perceived as a
significant figurehead - despite ups and
downs, controversies, divorce and in
between lineup changes. Already in 2004
they joined the soundtrack for Tony
Hawk's blockbuster computer game
'Underground 2', years later Pearl Jam on
tour. All of which pushes the band a lot, as
Exene recalls: "Tony Hawk is an amazing
guy. He helped us out a lot - also, Dave
Grohl and The Foo Fighters. There have
been a few people like that. But going on
tour with Pearl Jam changed our lives. It
created
a
much
bigger
market
internationally and made people find us."
Being thwarted by Covid, X couldn't tour or
promote their new album properly.
Nevertheless, it's Alphabetland that keeps
the singer in good spirits: "If we hadn't
made that record, I can't imagine how I
would have survived this year. It took me
about fifteen years to convince them. Our
best record, even it may not be as
historical as 'Under the Big Black Sun' or
'Los Angeles'." Saying so, Cervenka can't
wait to hit the road again: "I haven't been
more than ten miles from my house in
fifteen-month. I miss the people at our
shows." With shows billed, hope is rising.

THE RECORD IN BRIEF
Great songwriting
meets driving guitars
and catchy rhythms
squeezed into less
than half an hour!!!!
Label: Fat Possum
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L.A. WITCH

The fabulous West Coast trio tells us about recording at the
legendary Valentine Studios, urban inspirations and
strange longings for lengthy travels.

The band causes a stir ever since its
first appearance. Initially, a fourpiece L.A. Witch soon shaped into its
lasting constellation, as singer and
guitarist Sade Sanchez remembers:
"Originally the line-up consisted of
four people including Irita [Pai] on
bass and myself. Two of those
members we lost along the way.
I had known Ellie [English] from high
school, coincidentally bumped into
her, asked if she wanted to fill in as
our drummer, and she stuck with
us." What follows is hard-touring,
culminating in the self-titled debut in
2017. Today L.A. Witch still gain a
reputation as a sensational live band
with gloomy Rock'n'Roll as their
trademark. Songs as stories from
the dark underbelly in which the City
of Angels plays a subliminal role.
"It's hard not to be inspired by the
city we live in", Sanchez explains.
"There is so much energy here, so
much history that L.A. carries." Not
surprisingly, it's the city's classics the
band was inspired by: "X, L7, Jane's
Addiction, The Byrds or Love - which
is one of my favourites. We are
carrying on the torch. Not so much
defined in a genre, but like all those

L.A. bands put together as we are
not just staying with the Punk roots,
the Surf stuff or the Rock'n'Roll." An
impressive list completed by Pai
mentioning that The Gun Club "was
a huge influence, too."
Following
this
path,
North
Hollywood's Valentine Studios, as
the place to record last years 'Play
With Fire' with producer Nic Jodoin
makes total sense. "It does feel like
you are in a time capsule", English
remembers as Pai goes into
rhapsodies about "the wall panelling
on the side". An authentic vintage
flair makes them almost feel "like a
sixties girl group" while recording
the band's sophomore album.
Was the first record more a
collection of songs, this time the
approach was different, as English
points out: "We only had two or
three months to write the record."
Not without a certain degree of
pride, Sanchez adds: "Because of this
time frame, the record sounds more
cohesive except for one or two
songs. 'Maybe the weather' is one of
those that stand out a little bit from
the rest" - which is 8 more awesome
songs. Solid Rockers like 'Motorcycle

Boy' with its B-movie biker charm, via the
thoughtful
'Gen-Z'
dealing
with
dangerous social media obstacles to
straight Punkrock smashers like the
thrilling 'True Believer' about someone
who is fed up with the world right now?
"It's definitely that", Sanchez nods.
"There has been so much conflict and so
many social issues over the past few
years, primarily through the Trump era.
With its anger and Punk vibes, the song
is one of my favourites."
Despite that diversity, it's reverb above it
all. For Sanchez, an early necessity
turned into everlasting love: "When I first
started playing the guitar, I didn't have
pedals at the time. My small amplifier
just had gain and reverb on it. I
remember turning up both the reverb
and the distortion, hiding that I couldn't
play back then. But there was also
something beautiful and haunting about
it - like being in a dark ocean. Then I
discovered bands like The Cramps, My
Bloody Valentine or even Dick Dale. They
had heavy amounts of reverb on it in
everything. Since then, I've always been
in love with those tones."
All happy? Not entirely as Covid, of
course, changed everything for L.A.
Witch, too. Which leaves the question of
what the band is missing now they did
complain about before the pandemic?
"Definitely long drives. I miss that",
Sanchez sighs. "Like even through the
shittiest parts of America. It's so weird."
Not at all, as fans around the globe are
desperate to see the band back on the
road soon. Fingers crossed!

THE RECORD IN
BRIEF

You name it; they got it: 60s Psych,
classic Punk or bluesy Rock'n'Roll.
'Play With Fire' is a all killer, no filler.
Hence, a must-have modern classic!!!
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